
How to Pick The Best 
Home Ventilation System 
Indoor air quality affects your 

health and safety. Opening a 

window isn’t always possible so  

you need other methods to replace 

stale indoor air with outdoor air.  

 

Exhaust fans 

Most homes have an exhaust fan in 

each bathroom and a range hood 

above the stove. These fans extract 

the moist air created when we take 

a hot shower or cook that delicious 

soup. They must be sized and 

installed correctly to work well.  

 

Exhaust fans must be kept clean 

and well-maintained to ensure 

maximum performance. You also 

need to have a professional clean 

out the ductwork annually since a 

mucked up duct reduces the fan’s 

performance. 

  

Heat recovery ventilators (HRVs) 

Whenever you use a fan to extract 

air that has already been heated (or 

cooled in summer), you have to 

replace it. Typically outdoor air 

seeps in to make up the difference 

when you open the door. It’s not 

tremendously noticeable since the 

airflows are small. But it does affect 

your bill when you have to heat that 

outdoor air. 
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Heat recovery ventilators (HRVs) take your exhaust air 

and passes it through a core that transfers some of  

the heat to the incoming makeup air. This heats the 

incoming air so that your heating system has less work 

to do to warm it up to the indoor temperature, saving 

you energy. 

 

Energy recovery ventilators (ERVs) 

While HRVs transfer heat to the incoming air in winter, 

ERVs transfer both heat and moisture, recovering  

more energy overall. So in the wintertime, your 

incoming air would be less dry as the moisture is 

transferred from the exhaust. In the summer, the 

incoming air would have some humidity removed by 

the conditioned exhaust air.  

Considerations for 

HRVs and ERVs  

Because of the push towards energy 

savings (plus, who wouldn’t want to lower 

their bills, right?), ERVs and HRVs are becoming 

requirements for new buildings and most  

renovations in the US and Canada. So what else do 

you have to consider before taking the leap? 

 

Which exhaust air to pass through 

Your range hood will have to remain since you can’t 

pass grease-laden exhaust air through a heat  

recovery core. You can also choose to leave your 

existing bathroom exhaust fans and install an HRV or 

ERV to provide general ventilation throughout your 

home. 

 

Space requirement 

These units are larger than the typical ceiling 

mounted exhaust fans so they need a dedicated 

space available, with clearances for maintenance. You 

also need room to install insulated intake and exhaust 

ductwork. 

 

You’ll need a professional assessment 

As you can tell, your home’s ventilation system can 

get complicated. If you need to discuss your options, 

give us a call and we can help you assess your needs. 
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What You Need to Know Before 
You Hire a Professional Cleaner 

The idea that only the very wealthy can hire a cleaner for their 

homes is quickly becoming obsolete. Between the lowering cost 

of cleaning companies and the increased demands on our time, 

more people are outsourcing this everyday task.  

 

Having someone else clean your home is a big deal. So when 

choosing a professional, what should you consider? 

 

Risks  

Security risks 

Stealing happens so before you hire someone, make  

sure to do a background check. Ask for referrals  

from people you trust. If you’re hiring a  

cleaning company rather than an  

individual cleaner, those background  

checks should happen as part of their  

hiring process. Ask about this when  

researching prospective cleaners.  

 

Health risks from products 

If you have allergies or sensitivities to  

particular chemicals, then you should let the  

cleaning company or individual know up-front. You  

might prefer to use all-natural and safer cleaning products. 

Either hire someone who has these products or purchase them 

yourself and have the cleaner use it.  

 

Injuries and associated liability 

If you hire a cleaning company, they are responsible for worker’s 

compensation in case of injury on the job. Ensure that they have 

it before signing on the dotted line. If an individual is cleaning 

your home, your home’s insurance may cover any liabilities if 

they get injured. Make sure you double check with your 

insurance company. Get legal advice if you’re still not sure. 

Equipment and  

cleaning products 

Some cleaners provide their own  

equipment and products and some use what  

you provide. Establish expectations beforehand and if  

there are any surfaces that would be damaged by harsh 

chemicals or abrasives, have the discussion early.  

 

Cleaning products and your home’s HVAC system 

Cleaning chemicals in general must be used in properly 

ventilated spaces to prevent fumes from accumulating 

to dangerous levels. Many cleaning products, even 

all-natural ones, have scents that may irritate you, 

your family or those doing the work. Some are 

downright toxic. Ensure that your home’s 

ventilation system is in good working order 

before getting started.  

 

Cleaning products and your home’s  

plumbing system 

Everything used to clean your home will inevitably end 

up down the drain. Some harsh chemicals can corrode pipes 

(depending on the material). Older pipes may start leaking and 

newer pipes will have shorter lifespans. Ensure that your  

drainage system is in a good condition and make repairs where 

necessary. If you’re not sure what the pipe material is, have a 

professional take a look and do your due diligence before 

allowing anything harsh to go down the drain. 

 

If you need help getting your home’s HVAC and plumbing 

systems ready for you to bring in that cleaner, give us a call and 

we can help prevent any issues. 

What season is it when you are on a trampoline?  

Spring-time! 

A company installed a new security 

system. Now all the doors 

are alarmed. 
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Is Solar Power Right For You? 

The sun is free, which means a free energy source once you 
have the system in place. But is it right for you? 
 
Here are six questions you need to ask yourself to make the 
right decision: 
 
What is your energy consumption?  

If you use a large amount of electricity, you may not be able 
to completely rely on solar panels for your needs. You may be 
able to provide partial power to your home so start by looking 
at your electricity consumption for the previous year.  
 
Is there enough sunlight available? 

If you live in a climate with lots of snow in the winter and tons of cloud cover, 
there may not be enough sunlight to justify the cost of installation. A 
professional will be able to assess the levels in your area and advise you on the 
feasibility of installing a solar power system. 
 
Do you have place for equipment?  

In most cases, the best location for panels is on the rooftop,  facing 
the sun. Typically, you would want the panels on a tilted 
south-facing roof in the northern hemisphere and  vice versa 
in the southern hemisphere. Keep in mind the age of your 
roof before installing solar panels. 
 
You also need to make sure the spot you choose for the 
panels has minimal shading.  
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This is most commonly an issue if you 
need to install the panels on the 
ground and there are trees nearby. 
 
Another bulky piece of equipment is 
the battery pack. If you want power 
for use on cloudy days, you would 
need batteries to store that power 
and release it when needed. 
Depending on how many hours of 
storage you want, you might need a 
large area in the basement. 
 
Can you connect to the utility? 
Some utilities will pay you for any 
excess power you generate. You’ll 
need to know the regulations 
surrounding a connection to the utility 
and what equipment you’ll need for a 
safe connection between your system 
and theirs. 
 
What is the cost and payback period? 
Besides the initial cost of installation, 
you need to consider whether the 
savings you achieve on your utility bill 
is worth the expense. There may also 
be government incentives to factor 
into your calculation. Your payback 
period (the time it takes for your 
savings and income to offset the 
money spent) must be less than the 
lifespan of the equipment. 
 
Are there skilled professionals who 
can install it? 
You need the right professional to 
assess the feasibility of solar power 
and to work out the best system for 
your needs. Give us a call and we can 
discuss the best way you can benefit 
from this amazing technology. 

Continued from page 1 

Is Solar Power Right For You? 

Answer: 

Help the electrician find the house 

with the electrical problem! 

What did the baby light bulb say to the mommy 

light bulb? “I love you watts and watts!” 

Can February March? No, but April May! 
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SAVE UP TO 

$ 200 
on a High Efficiency 

Heating & Cooling System 

Payments Starting as Low 
as $89/month 

SINGLE USE ONLY. CAN NOT BE COMBINED WITH 
ANY OTHER OFFER. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS.  

EXPIRES 05-01-18 

FREE • FREE • FREE 

FREE 
Filter Change 

with any 
Service Call 

SINGLE USE ONLY. CAN NOT BE 

COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER 

OFFER. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS. 

EXPIRES 05-01-18 

1. LITFRE 
    _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
2. ETNLTIAIOVN 
    _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
3. IGPNRS  ECANL 
    _ _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _ _  
 
4. TUOOROD 
    _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
 
5. ERHSF  RIA 
    _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _  

Answers: 1. Filter   2. Ventilation  3. Spring Clean  4. Outdoor  5. Fresh Air 

Simple & Amazing Creamed Spinach 
This creamed spinach recipe is a snap to make, yet tastes wonderful. 

Ingredients  

•  2  12oz bags of baby spinach 

•  ¼ cup butter 

•  1  15oz can of condensed  

    cream of mushroom soup 

•  ¼ cup Neufchatel cheese 

•  Garlic salt to taste 

Directions  

Melt butter over medium  

low heat. Stir in soup and 

cheese.  When the cheese is 

melted, add spinach and stir  

until reduced. Add garlic  

salt to taste. 

Standard 1” Filters Only 

SAVE 

$ 20 
on a Ceiling Fan or Light 

Fixture Installation 

SINGLE USE ONLY. CAN NOT BE COMBINED WITH 

ANY OTHER OFFER. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS.  

MAKE SURE YOUR HOME IS SAFE! 

Save 
Electrical Safety Inspection 

SINGLE USE ONLY. 

CAN NOT BE 

COMBINED WITH ANY 

OTHER OFFER. CALL 

FOR MORE DETAILS. 
20 $ on 

Save 

Breaker Replacement Special 

SINGLE USE ONLY. 

CAN NOT BE 

COMBINED WITH ANY 

OTHER OFFER. CALL 

FOR MORE DETAILS. 
25 $ Ask about our dimmer 

switch installation! 


